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Stylus is a contemporary suite of reception seating designed 
to create a light and airy vista. Sleek lines and plush 
upholstery combine with cleverly designed angular arms 
and long satin aluminium legs the result of which is an 
impressive and comfortable seating solution.

Chair options

code BH W D SH

STYLUS-01  Single seat settee 
with aluminium legs 740 830 700 420

STYLUS-02  Two seater settee 
with aluminium legs 740 1370 700 420

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height
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Cloud is simply a stunning range of tub chairs that will grace 
any relaxed seating environment. With its generous seat and 
shapely arm detail, Cloud sits beautifully in either one or two 
seater models and is available with beech feet as standard. 
Other feet options are available as are loose cushions that 
help provide that extra touch of luxury.

Chair options

code BH W D SH

CLOUD-1NB    Single seater tub chair 
with beech feet 840 770 740 470

CLOUD-2NB    Two seater tub chair 
with beech feet 840 1340 740 470

Loose Cushions: W:370  D:140 H:370

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height
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super pro
SuperPro is a luxurious and attractive tub chair range that 
combines a generous bow fronted seat with twin needle 
stitched upholstery lines. The two seater model is particularly 
striking and has a stylish eye catching waved back that not 
only provides additional support but also allows individuals 
the private space so lacking in two seater units. Available 
with neat chrome feet as standard with other options 
available on request.

Chair options

code BH W D SH

SPRO-01P       Single seater tub chair 
   with chrome feet 800 750 700 420

SPRO-02P       Two seater tub chair 
with chrome feet 800 1330 700 420

cushions: H370  D:140  H:370

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height
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pro tub
Expertly constructed from hardwood and combining fluted 
upholstery lines with a flared frame and a bowed edge on 
the front of the seat, ProTub is the epitome of style and 
comfort. There is a choice of three foot options in black, 
chrome or beech show-wood and a choice or combination 
of single or two seater models.

Chair options

code    BH W D SH

PTC01-NB      Single seater with wooden feet 790 700 660 430

PTC01-P  Single seater with chrome feet  790 700 660 430

PTC01-B  Single seater with black feet 790 700 660 430

PTC02-NB  Two seater with wooden feet 790 1240 660 430

PTC02-P Two seater with chrome feet 790 1240 660 430

PTC02-B Two seater with black feet 790 1240 660 430

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height
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Constructed from a steel sub-frame with moulded foam 
surround creating a slim, hard wearing yet extremely 
comfortable chair. There are several attractive base options 
in chrome plated round tube including a swivel version, as 
well as a swivel four star base, a disc base with swivel and 
a trumpet base with memory return. A sled base version 
completes this sophisticated portfolio making it ideal for 
many commercial applications. 

Chair options

code H W D SH

FORMB1 Four star chrome swivel base 830 590 575 460

FORMB2 Trumpet base with memory return 830 590 575 460

FORMB3 Disc base with swivel facility 830 590 575 460

FORMB4 Raised four leg spider tube swivel base 830 590 575 460 
Also available without swivel ref FORMB6

FORMB5 4 star tube base with swivel 830 590 575 460 
Also available without swivel ref FORMB7

SH = Seat height
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Visually appealing modular reception seating available 
in a one or two seat unit and with Natural Beech feet as 
standard, Wedge provides a comfortable solution in any 
reception, break-out or relaxed seating areas.

Wedge is constructed from high quality European FSC 
hardwoods to create a durable yet elegant product that 
will provide many years of good service.  

Chair options

code  BH W D SH

WEDGE-1NB Single seat wedge unit 920 660 790 450

WEDGE-2NB Two seater wedge unit 920 1260 790 450

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height
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atlantic
Atlantic is an attractive modular unit chair that can be used 
in a variety of reception, break-out or relaxed seating areas. 
Its cleverly designed frame allows chairs to be either joined 
together or gapped and as the back is slightly narrower than 
the seat, a line of chairs create a visually appealing aspect. 
The unit is also nicely shaped at the back so if used in open 
areas, its curved aspect is easy on the eye.

Chair options

code  BH W D SH

ATF-1      Single seat 960 600 720 460

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height
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Chair options

code H W D SH

FR1-S  Single seater silver frame 760 560 660 470

FR1- P Single seater polished frame 760 560 660 470

FR2-S  Two seater silver frame 760 1160 660 470

FR2-P  Two seater polished frame 760 1160 660 470

FR3-S Three seater silver frame 760 1720 660 470

FR3-P Three seater polished frame 760 1720 660 470

Table options

FR-TLNB   Left hand beech        400  300  430 

FR-TRNB   Right hand beech 400  300  430

SH = Seat height

free
Free provides an attractive and versatile solution for 
reception and breakout areas and is available with or without 
arms, chrome or silver frames and with left or right sided 
tables in laquered show-wood.

Free

FR
1A

-P

Free
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spin
Providing the ultimate in flexibility, spin can be configured 
in any number of shapes providing the perfect solution for 
receptions, waiting areas and concourses. With its choice 
of convex and concave  units and tables with Acrylic Tops... 
your options are endless.

SP
1
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2

SP5

SP
5T

Chair options

code H W D SH

SP1  Seat with back       900 800 800 470

SP2   Seat without back  470 800 800 470

SP3  Concave/concave 470  350-540  800 470

SP5  Concave/convex  470  560-600  800 470

Table options

SP2T   Round table        400 800 800 400

SP5T   Table concave/convex 400  560-600  800 400

SH = Seat height
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lunar

Chair options

code H W D SH

LU4 High back chair 1247 658 569 420/530

LU3 Medium back chair 1026 655 566 420/530

LU2 Medium back chair four star base 980 658 566 440

SH = Seat height

This truly stunning chair will grace any executive application 
from the CEO’s office to the Boardroom. Chairs are available 
in two heights and with either a five star base and deluxe 
synchronous mechanism which is great for executive 
applications or with a four star base and non tilting under 
seat plate which is ideal for boardrooms.
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diablo
Contemporary and exceptionally comfortable, Diablo 
features a breathable mesh backrest, a generous seat and 
a fully synchronous under seat mechanism with easy to 
use side lever operation. A wide choice of armrests, 3 base 
options and an optional headrest further enhance what is an 
exceptional product.

Models available - high back or high back with headrest. 
Large square seat as standard. Synchro mechanism with 
side tension adjustment as standard. Height adjustable 
lumbar support as standard. Optional integral seat slide.

Additional items include 4 arms choices - loop arms, 
height adjustable, height, angle and for and aft adjustment 
or foldaway height adjustment. A polished base option 
completes the offering.

Chair options

code BH W  D SH

DA308  High back, synchro with side 
tension adjustment  550 500 485 470-560

DA408  High back, with head rest, synchro 
with side tension adjustment 740 500 485 470-560

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height

options

L = Loop fixed arms  S  = Integral seat slide 

P = Polished base T1 = H/adjustable arms

T2 = H/adjustable, angle, fore and aft adjustment arms

T3 = Foldaway H/adjustable arms
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zephyr
Utilising a breathable mesh back, cleverly upholstered  
within a strong ABS frame, Zephyr provides excellent 
comfort levels and is available with a choice of 4 arms 
and 2 mechanism options.

Models available - high back dished square seat as standard. 
Choice of mechanisms - back rake only or back rake with 
seat tilt both with hand wheel adjustment. four arms choices 

- loop arms, height adjustable, height, angle and fore and aft 
adjustment or foldaway height adjustment. A polished base 
option completes the offering.

Chair options

code  BH W  D SH

ZH312  High back, back height adjustment 540 480 485 430-550

ZH313  High back, seat tilt and back 
height adjustment 540 480 485 430-550

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height

options

L = Loop fixed arms  S  = Seat depth adjustment 

P = Polished base T1 = H/adjustable arms

T2 = H/adjustable, angle, fore and aft adjustment arms

T3 = Foldaway H/adjustable arms
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Modern in design and with a beautifully tailored finished 
with top stitched sewing detail, Point emphasises the beauty 
of sleek lines yet provides exceptional supportive comfort  
and is available with an array of additional ergonomically 
correct components creating a perfect chair for working 
environments.

Models available - high back, large square seat as 
standard. Choice of mechanisms - back rake only or back 
rake with seat tilt both with hand - wheel back height 
adjustment or seat tilt and synchro both with tension 
adjustment and ratchet back height adjustment.

Additional items include 4 arm choices - loop arms, height 
adjustable, height, angle and fore and aft adjustable or fold 
away height adjustable. An inflatable lumbar support, seat 
depth adjuster and polished base options completes the 
offering.

Chair options

code  BH W D SH

PO412   High back, back height adjustment 590 500 460 430-550

PO413   High back, seat and back adjustment 590 500 460 430-550

PO433    High back, seat tilt, ratchet back and 
tension adjustment 590 500 460 430-550

PO408    High back, synchro and  
tension adjustment 590 500 460 430-550

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height

options

L = Loop fixed arms I  = Inflatable lumbar support

S = Seat depth adjustment P = Polished base

T1 = H/adjustable arms

T2 = H/adjustable, angle, fore and aft adjustment arms

T3 = Foldaway H/adjustable arms 
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With its shapely high back with neck support and multi 
curved back in combination with a generous contoured seat 
with waterfall front edge, it’s hardly surprising that Touch 
hugs the body and provides oodles of comfort and support. 
A whole host of additional features can be fitted to create 
a fabulous multi task and specialist back care chair that sits 
beautifully in any commercial application. This chair can be 
fitted with our unique and patented PostureLITE in-seat 
cushion providing the ultimate in seating support.

Models available - high back. Large dished seat as standard. 
Choice of mechanisms back rake and seat tilt or side tension 
synchro both with ratchet back height adjustment. Four 
arm choices, height adjustable, height angle and fore and 
aft adjustable, or fold-away height adjustable. An inflatable 
lumbar support, seat depth adjuster and polished base option 
completes the offering.

Chair options

code H W  D SH

TU90-233 High back, seat tilt, ratchet back  
and tension adjustment 600  510  500  430-520

TU90-208 High back, synchro and  
tension adjustment 600  510  500  430-520

SH = Seat height   H = Back height

options

L = Loop fixed arms  S  = Seat depth adjustment 

P = Polished base  I  = Inflatable lumbar support

T1 = H/adjustable arms

T2 = H/adjustable, angle, fore and aft adjustment arms

T3 = Foldaway H/adjustable arms
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piccolo
Newly designed with a highly contoured backrest and  
generous square seat with waterfall front, Piccolo is a 
superb multi task chair and oozes style and  comfort. Piccolo 
is an ideal choice for single, multi user or executive type 
applications being available with a choice of mechanisms and 
arm options as well as three attractive 5 star base options.

Models available - high back. Dished square seat as 
standard. Choice of mechanisms back rake and seat tilt 
or side tension synchro both with ratchet back height 
adjustment. Four arm choices, height adjustable, height 
angle and fore and aft adjustable, or fold - away height 
adjustable. An inflatable lumbar support, seat depth adjuster 
and polished base option completes the offering.

Chair options

code H W  D SH

PC90-233   High back, seat tilt, ratchet back  
and tension adjustment 590 510  500 430-520

PC90-208   High back, synchro and  
tension adjustment 590 510  500 430-520

SH = Seat height   H = Back height

options

L = Loop fixed arms  S  = Seat depth adjustment 

P = Polished base  I  = Inflatable lumbar support

T1 = H/adjustable arms

T2 = H/adjustable, angle, fore and aft adjustment arms

T3 = Foldaway H/adjustable arms
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Sharp contours and easy on the eye curves combine to 
create a modern and very comfortable task chair that is 
suitable for all office chair applications. A selection of add -
on items including a choice of a standard or large seat can 
further enhance what is even its basic form a really excellent 
posture chair.

Models available - medium or high back. Two seat sizes, 
standard or large. Choice of mechanisms - back rake only 
or back rake with seat tilt both with hand - wheel back 
height adjustment or seat tilt and synchro both with tension 
adjustment and ratchet back height adjustment.

Additional items include 4 arm choices - loop arms, height 
adjustable, height, angle and fore and aft adjustable or fold 
away height adjustable. An inflatable lumbar support, seat 
depth adjuster and polished base options completes  
the offering.

Chair options

code    BH W  D SH

FL212 Medium back, back height adjustment 430  510  500  450-580

FL213 Medium back, seat and back adjustment 430  510  500  450-580

FL233  Medium back, seat tilt, ratchet back  
and tension adjustment 430  510  500  450-580

FL208  Medium back, synchro and  
tension adjustment 430  510  500  450-580

FL312 High back, back height adjustment 530  510  500  450-580

FL313 High back, seat and back adjustment 530  510  500  450-580

FL333  High back, seat tilt, ratchet back  
and tension adjustment 530  510  500  450-580

FL308  High back, synchro and  
tension adjustment 530  510  500  450-580

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height

options

L = Loop fixed arms  S  = Seat depth adjustment 

P = Polished base  I  = Inflatable lumbar support

T1 = H/adjustable arms

T2 = H/adjustable, angle, fore and aft adjustment arms

T3 = Foldaway H/adjustable arms

Suffix S for small seat eg: FS312

FL
21

3H
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A range of extremely hard wearing, practical and versatile 
chairs suitable for all general office applications and 
including a choice of standard or large seats, three back 
heights and four mechanism choices along with four arms 
options. A counter height chair is also available.

Models available- medium, high and extra high back. Two 
seat sizes, standard or large. Choice of mechanisms- back 
rake only or back rake with seat tilt both with hand-wheel 
back height adjustment or seat tilt and synchro both with 
tension adjustment and ratchet back height adjustment.

Additional items include 4 arm choices-loop arms, height 
adjustable, height, angle and fore and aft adjustable or fold 
away height adjustable. An inflatable lumbar support, seat 
depth adjuster and polished base options completes  
the offering.

Chair options

code    BH W  D SH

TL212  Medium back, back height adjustment 390 510  500  450-580

TL213 Medium back, seat tilt  
and back adjustment 390 510  500  450-580

TL233  Medium back, seat tilt, ratchet back  
and tension adjustment 390 510  500  450-580

TL208 Medium back, synchro and  
tension adjustment 390 510  500  450-580

TL312 High back, back height adjustment 490 510  500  450-580

TL313 High back, seat tilt 
and back adjustment 490 510  500  450-580

TL333 High back, seat tilt, ratchet back and  
tension adjustment 490 510  500  450-580

TL308 High back, synchro and  
tension adjustment 490 510  500  450-580

TL412 Extra high back, back height adjustment 590 510  500  450-580

TL413 Extra high back, seat tilt  
and back adjustment 590 510  500  450-580

TL433 Extra high back, seat tilt, ratchet back  
and tension adjustment 590 510  500  450-580

TL408 Extra high back, synchro  
and tension adjustment 590  510  500  450-580

SH = Seat height   BH = Back height

options

L = Loop fixed arms  S  = Seat depth adjustment 

P = Polished base  I  = Inflatable lumbar support

T1 = H/adjustable arms

T2 = H/adjustable, angle, fore and aft adjustment arms

T3 = Foldaway H/adjustable arms

Suffix S for small seat eg: TS312

TL
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Truly versatile and immensely practical.

This multi-purpose range of tough polypropylene stackable 
chairs comes with a stylish and very strong drawn steel sled 
based frame available in black, silver or chrome. 
Seats and backs come in black, white, blue, grey, red, green 
or beige and can be supplied with upholstery pads to the 
seat or seat and back. Available with or without arms, in  
two higher versions again with an arm option and also  
with a folding writing tablet in black or white.  

Beam seating in a variety of configurations is also available.

A transport trolley is also available.
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Chair options

code H W D SH

ES300 Sled base no arms 815 540 580 460

ES301 Sled base armchair 815 570 580 460

ES363H Sled base laboratory height no arms 980 540 600 630

ES3631H Sled base laboratory height armchair 980 570 600 630

ES373H Sled base bar height no arms 1080 540 600 730

ES3731H Sled base bar height armchair 1080 570 600 730

Beam dimensions on request. Two to five seat options available.

SH = Seat height

Suffix

U  = Upholstered seat B = Black frame 
UU  = Upholstered seat and back S = Silver frame 
WT  = Writing tablet P = Chrome frame
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flow
The cleverly designed Flow range is available with a cantilever 
or four leg frame the latter of which will stack as high as you 
like either with or without arms, providing a versatile solution 
for your meeting, conference or auditorium needs.

Chairs are available with chrome, silver or black sturdily 
constructed frames and arms have matching metal uprights 
with user friendly polyurethane arm pads. The cantilever chair, 
available in the same finishes stacks up to five high, again 
with or without arms.

Plastic seats and backs available in black, blue, grey, 
pistachio, red or peach can be fitted with upholstery  
pads as required.
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Chair options

code H W D SH

FL100 Four leg chair no arms 815 525 560 470

FL101 Four leg armchair 815 655 560 470

FL200 Cantilever chair no arms 815 535 560 470

FL201 Cantilever armchair 815 655 560 470

Please add 30mm to seat height for upholstered seat. 
Beam dimensions on request. Two to five seat options available.

SH = Seat height

Suffix

U  = Upholstered seat B = Black frame 
UU  = Upholstered seat and back S = Silver frame 

P = Chrome frame
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Three related options, one great product

What makes three D totally unique is the superb choice of 
back rest options which can be supplied in three versions: 
black or grey polypropylene, upholstered or as a mesh back 
product. Armrests in polyurethane allow the chair to stack 3 
high and a left or right handed folding writing tablet in black 
ABS or lacquered beech can also be utilised, again with the 
chair stacking 3 high. The seat has an under pan allowing safe 
stacking without crushing the upholstery of the seats below. 

The chair is also available as a stackable cantilever chair 
and again stacks 3 high, both with or without arms.

A versatile beam seating version is also available

Metal frames are available in chrome, silver or black. 
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Chair options

code H W D SH

3D-100 Four leg chair no arms 785 510 550 485

3D-101 Four leg armchair 785 600 550 485

3D-101WT Four leg armchair with writing tablet 785 650 550 485

3D-200  Cantilever chair no arms 785 535 540 485

3D-201 Cantilever armchair 785 600 540 485

SH = Seat height

Suffix

U  = Upholstered back B = Black frame 
M  = Mesh back S = Silver frame 
P  = Plastic back P = Chrome frame 
WT = Writing tablet
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